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TIGERS MEET GOLDEN TORNADO
Clemson Notables
Dean Hudson's Popular Florida To Attend Meet
Clubmen Signed For Tiger Ball In Washington

NEELYMEN READY TO
SHOW FLASHY OFFENSE

Throngs Expected To Attend
Southern Grid Classic

Sikes, Wa-fkins. Cooper. Earle,
Saturday on Grant Field in
Aull, McGinty, To
Atlanta the Clemson Tigers
Attend
will attempt to duplicate the
feat
they accomplished last
Clemson Colege will be repreyear
by
defeating the Enginsented at the annual Land Grant
eers of Georgia Tech. This
College Meeting, to be held on the game will be a headline at10bh, 17th, 18th, 19th of Novem- traction in the south this
ber in Washington, D. C, by Dr. week, for Tech, fresh from its
E. W. Sikes, President; Mr. D. W. stunning 14 to 0 upset of Vanderbilt last Saturday will be
Watkins, Director of Extension
out
for revenge, while the TiService; Dr. S. E. Earle, Dean of
gers
will be out to keep intact
the School of Engineering; and' Dr.
the
winning
streak they have
H. P. Cooper, Dean of the School
had
in
their
last two games.
of Agriculture and Director of the

FLORIDA BAND SINGS
AND SWINGS MELODY
Frances Colwell Ts Enchanting
Southern Songbird
By J. W. Owens

It is rather difficult to describe such a versatile orchestra as Dean Hudson and his
15 Florida Clubmen. The Dixie-land Swing band that has
through, the untiring efforts
of J. C. Wilkinson. Editor of
The TIGER, and 0. F. Morgan
President of The Central
Dance Association, been signed to play for the forthcoming
TTGER BALL on November
19th and 20th.

DEAN| HUDSON and His Florida Clubmen Who Will "Swing Out"
in^true Dixieland fashion for Tiger Ball on November 19 and 2ft,
have a truly distinctive style and a very versatile combination.
They feature several vocalist along with a superb glee club and
their arrangements are exceptionally outstanding. They present
d5v\elrsified entertainment (together with very danceable music
Tommy Dorsey, famed trombonist and orchestra leader named it
as "the best college orchestra I've heard! in my tour of 24 larger
colleges."

A steady flow of Southern swing
and sweet style is broken only by
the several entertainment features
thrown in by the Glee Club. The
Dixieland Band, the novelties, and
the featured artists in Hudson's
outfit. Their music consists primarily of "Dixie-land Swing" somewhat similar to that of Bob Crosby. From a torrid tempo the band Articles By Professor Wilwill switch to a sweet tune. Their
liams Are Published
sweet numbers come up to their
hotter tuneis—they are very full
Works of B. O. Williams, proand comparable to those of Tomfessor of rural sociology and stamy Dorsey.
tistics at Clemson, have been reOutstanding Vocalists
It seems that literally everyone cognized and published by two of
(Continued' on Page Two)
America's outstanding sociological
journals, Social Forces and Rural
Sociology.
One of the articles is entitled
"A Population Policy for the
McC^v P'latt S<^vinqr With South," and appears in the journal,
Marines Tn War-torn
Social Forces', in the October issue.
.) Shanghai
This article analyzes trends of
population in the South, the relaMcCoy/Platt. a graduate of Cleantion of the South's population to
son in tljie Class of '35 and now a
the total for the nation, and other
lieutenant in. the marine corps,
factors concerning the South's
went tat ' iShanghiai recently with
population, such as birth rates,
his regfiment, the 6th, from San
death rates, and rates of natural
1
FranciECO .
increase. The article goes further
Gracfe Sawders, Sn her Sunday
to introduce a number of questions
ooliiumop in the Charleston News and
involving population problems in
Courier, quoted a bit from some
the South and is concluded by a
letters! sent bv Platt to h's mother
number of suggestions bearing
in .Sujmimerviille. These told of Japupon a Southern population policy.
anese^ bombing planes which kept
The other article appeared in the
a cooptmuouis barrage dropping on
September issue of the journal,
the Chinese and . . . every buildRural Sociology, and was entitled,
ing (of any size at all had been
"'Some Notes on Rural Social Rereduced to a pile of rubbish and
search in the South." This article
even every little outhouse had a
presented an analysis of bulletins
shot /hole from a small cannon
published by experiment stations of
ihrcfisrh it. . . .' (he was telling
'Continued on Page Two)
of flhe sights on the river bank
that] greeted him and his compan- NEW MEMBERS TAPPED
BY BETA SIGMA CHI
ions ais they plowed up the Whang- |
poo '(river.
Beta Sigma Chi, Clemson social
Pliatt was appointed to the ma
fraternity ^composed of boys who
rinei corps from Clemson.
live within a radius of 50 miles of
Charleston, recently elected seven
j ARMORY DEDICATION
Tlie Jurgleers, Clemson dance new members to its folds. They
orchestra, will play for the dance are: J. W. Davis, C. B. Bryan, W.
in < onnection with the opening of A. Hills, R. P. Cochran, V. L. Price,
Greenville's new armory next C. C. Schirmer, and L. L. Skardon.
This society sponsors a Clemson
Thu rsday evening.
The Armory, which will be dedi- dance in Charleston during the
cateil on Armistice Day, is located Christina* holidays and participates
cornier Park Avenue and Elford in various other activities of a social nature.
'street in Greenville.

Scientific Journals Stanley Announces
Publish Articles Junior Taps Staff

Clemson Gradute
Located In China

Fourteen Men Selected To Aid
Seniors In '38 Taps
Eliminations which have been
under way since ''the first of the
year have been completed and the
193'8 Junior Taps staff has been
definitely selected. The men who
remain on the staff are: J. O.
Sweeney, H. P. Troy, J. C. Covington, F. W. Durban, W. L. Lafaye, J. R. Harrison, R. A. Sloan,
H. L. Beach, W. B. Zeigler, R. M.
Geer, A. H. Chapman', H. Stubblefield, J. B. Lee, and P. M. Mahon.
These juniors are the men of all
work on the Taps-. Theirs is the
job of collecting Taps Space and
supervising photography. They assist the Senior in all departments.
They share to a- large extent the
responsibilties and duties of the
Senior staff, and their every task
is but one more step in their training for the responsibility of putting on the 1939 edition.
The 1'9«7 edition of Taps, which
was produced in part by the now
senior but then junior staff, was
rated with the Chancleteer of Duke
University as an all American year
book. The senior staff of the 1939
Taps will foe composed of those
who' are at present juniors.

Experiment Station.
A memorial exercise, giving accounts of famous educational piomeers, is planned. Included here will
be 'addresses on President Lincoln,
signer of the bill establishing land
grant colleges, Jonathan Turner,
and Thomas G. Clemson, founder
of Clemson 'College. Thej latter will
be given by,Dr. Sikes. The exercise is to be broadcast from 12:30
to 1:30 p. m.
Lever To Talk
Mr. Frnak Lever of the Board of
Trustees of Clemson College will
deliver an address at the unveiling
of tablets to Dr. Seaman Knapp,
organizer of the Department of
Agriculture, and to Mr. James
Wilson, Secretary of Agriculture
under Presidents Theodore Roosevelt and William Howard Taft.
On Tuesday evening at six p. m.
a banquet is to be given in honor
of the Clemson officials who are
to attend.

The Techmen, headed by their
flashy quarterback and captain,
Sims, will present a great team
with an/ all star backfield composed of Sims, Appleby, Konemann,
and Collins, and a heavy, hard
charging line.
Clemson Ready
The Clemson team is in fine
shape physically after the Wake
Forest game, and should have every man who played against Wake
Forest primed for battle. The probable lineup for Clemson will find
McConnell and Goins at ends;
Pennington and Wyse, tackles;
Payne and Bryant holding down
the guard positions; Charlie Woods
at center; Bailey, quarterback, Willis and Pearson, halfbacks; and
Al Sanders at fullback.
Although the so called experts
are picking Teeh to win on the
basis of their performances against
Vanderbilt and Kentucky, Clemson
has more than a 50-50 chance of
winning.

Tiger Story Wins Prexy Announces
Feature Honors Blue Key Officers
M.
McMillan Writes Wilkinson, Fuller, Stafford,
Winning Piece
And Sanders Assume Duties
G. M. McMillan, Tiger feature
writer, was awarded first prize for
the best feature story to appear
in a South Carolina college newspaper during the 1936^7 sessions
at the South Carolina Press Association convention held in Hartsville recently.
McMillan's feature was judged
the best over a field which included submitions from sixteen college
newspapers o^er the state. The
judges were a group of nationally
prominent journalists.
(Continued on Paire Two)

Visiting Playwright Likes Campus
Regrets Not Seeing Big Apple Danced
attended any of the dances, she
By Jake Smith
With her only regret being that laughed and shook her head.
"I've always wanted to see the
she could not see the Big Apple
Big Apple, but your dances seemhere, Miss Ann Preston Bridgers, ed to be so very, very formal that
actress and playright of note, left I was afraid that they would never
the Clemson campus yesterday feature it," she explained. Miss
morning for Raleigh, after having Bridgers has never seen the Big
completed her latest play, "Cal- Apple.
houn."
Ever since she was a child, Ann
Commenting on the social atmos- Bridgers wanted to become an acphere at Clemson, Miss Bridgers tress. Whereas to most children,
said she found it very pleasant and the desire was a dream, to Ann
congenial. When asked if she had
(Continued on Page Three)

At a recent meeting of Clemson's
Chapter of Blue Key, national honor fraternity, J. C. Wilkinson of
Spartanburg was elected vice president. C. H. Fuller of Columbia was
chosen recording secretary and
treasurer. T. I. Stafford of Charleston was elected corresponding
secretary, and A. S. Sanders of
Camden was chosen alumni secretary. A. E. Stalvey of Conway is
president of the fraternity.
Members of Blue Key at Clemson
are: T. E. Stanley of Marion, F.
L. Bell of Lancaster, E. C. Ray
and W. R. Cheves of Savannah, F.
E. Bagnal of Sumter, and B. S.
Jordan of Wadley, Georgia.

By Their Words
Your head was put on your shoulders to use, not to outguess me;
that's hard to do.
—Ramsey
I have told only one joke in my
classes for the past thirty yeaTs.
—Daniel
A crippled ant can do over a hundred dynes of work.
—Brown
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Clemson Professors To Lecture At Convention
TAYLOR AND RHYNE TO
READ PAPERS AT MEET

SOUTHERN SONGBIRD

Southern States To Be Represented at Winthrop
Conclave
Dr. Rupert Taylor and Dr. 0. P.
Rhyne (professors, respectively, of
English and foreign languages at
Clemson will take (part in the program at £he annual meeting of the
South Atlantic Modern Language
Association to be held at Winthrop College on November 26 and
27.
The .paper to be read by Dr.
Taylor as- entitled Falstaff, Sir
John Oldcastle, and Persons Descended From That Title. Dr.
Rhyne's tap^iie is Some Random
Notes On Goethe.
The association is composed of
teachers and students of Modern
Languages in North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
and Alabama, Professor S. E. Leavitt of the University of North
Carolina is president of the association, and Professor J. A. Strausbaugh of Emory University is secretary.
The program® at the Modern
Language association's annual conventions consist of a series of papers, discussions, and several general
sessions. The discrassiion
groups are divided into English,
French, Spanish, and German.

ENGINEERING SCHOOL
APPROVED BY COUNCIL
The Council for Promotion of
Engineering Education recently announced that Clemson College's
schools of mechanical engineering,
civil engineering, and electrical engineering had been aiccredited by
the engineering council for Professional Development.
The E. C. P. D., whose regional
.committees inspected those engineering schools in this country
asking to be accredited, is a branch
of the .Society for Promotion of
Engineering Education. Dr. Comipton, president of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is
chairman of E. C. F. D.
The three schools, of engineering
at Clemson and the school of civil
engineering at the Citadel are the
only ones in South Carolina thus
accredited.

Crawford's
Dry Cleaners
MODERN METHODS
NEW EQUIPMENT
PROMPT & EFFICIENT
SERVICE

PIKE and PATTERSON
"Official College Barbers"
Located In Barracks No. 1
And Sloan Building
"Look For Our Signs"
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Scientific Journals
Publish Articles

SCHOLARSHIP

Tiger Story Wins
Feature Honors

(Continued from page one)

(Continued from page one)

various Southern states since 1881.
It also compared teaching loads of
college professors in the South
with those in the North and West,
as well as salaries paid them. It
was found that, on the average,
Southern professors teach onefourth more time and receive onefourth less salary than similar coworkers outside the South. This
■constitutes a distinct handicap to
professors in research as compared
with opportunities offered in other
regions.

The winning story was based on
the astonishing feats of memory
attributed to R. J. Landress, clerk
at the Clemson Laundry.McMillan's
treatment and relevations have attracted much attention since the
story's appearance in the Tiger
several weeks ago.
Johnsonian Again
The Johnsonian, publication of
Winthrop College, won first honors, and the Furman Hornet and
the Presbyterian College Blue
Stocking were awarded second and
third places, respectively, in the
competitions between the various
papers.
Coker college was host to the
convention. The 1938 convention
will be held at Erskine college.

JOE KTNARD RETURNS
TO CLEMSON CAMPUS
MISS FRANCES COLWELL is
the featured vocalist with Dean
Hudson and his Florida Clubmen.
This pretty little "Miss" from
Florida started her musical career
as songstress and pianist gracing
the many elaborate parties, of cocialites visiting the west coast of
prFlida. Her rich contralto voice
is equally at home with her interpretations of torrid swing tunes,
or the easy lyrics of smooth sweet
sings. Her personality is unsurpassed. Miss Colwell is a natural
singer who works with ease and
displays smooth mike technique.

J. D. Kinard, graduate from
Clemson in the class of '36 and
former editor of the TIGER, has
recently completed his studies and
thesis at North Carolina State for
a master's degree in Agricultural
Economics.
At present Kinard is working
with the Clemson division of the
United States department of Agricultural Economics.
The master's degree will be conferred at the June commencements
at N. C. State.
Patronize TIGER Advertisers

P. D. Seabrook of Johns Island,
winner of the four hundred dollar
scholarship to Clemson presented
by the Agricultural Society of
South Carolina. Seabrook's out
standing record during his four
years at high school won for him
this coveted award' over, a body of
thirty contestants.

Dr. E. W. Sikes went to Laurens, S. C, Saturday, October 30th,
to take part on the program of the
dedication of the new agricultural
building there. The program included addresses by Miss Lonny I.
Landrum, State Home Demonstration Agent, Winthrop College, and
Mr. D. W. Watkins, Director of
Extension, Clemson Colege, followA Sign Of Distinctive Grooming ed by the concluding address, given by Dr. Sikes.
Visit the YMCA Barber Shop.

Florida Band To
Play For Dance
(Continued from pagre one)

sings in this band. Their lovely vocalist, Miss Frances Colwell, became an instant hit with her gorgeous contralto voice, rendition of
both swing and sweet lyrics, and
her likable personality. This young
lady to the mind of most of the
dancers is on par with any vocalist in the country today. Following Miss Colwell comes Dean Hudson himself. This young maestro is
the possessor of a grand voice with
a distinctive and pleasing way of
phrasing all his songs. Hudson has
a voice of remarkable range, from
that of a baritone to high tenor.
Dean's catching personality, close
contact with the dancers, and ready smile finds a ready response
with the audience. Drummer boy
Sam Latimer, is quite a feature
with his rich romantic baritone
voice. Sam is also quite an artist
on his vibraphones. The popular
Howard Able "sung and trucked"
himself into wide renown. His novelty scat singing is equaled only
by his enthusiasm. "Cowboy" Harold Willis supplies occasional comedy vocals.
Popular Orchestra
The Clubmen have toured the
southern states several times and
received acclaim as a southern
swing band, from Virginia to Louisiana. The orchestra has played
successful engagements at the following clubs and hotels: Miami
Biltmore, Miami, Florida; Hollywood Beach Hotel, Hollywood,
Fla.; Grove Park Inn, Asheville,
N. C.; Tavern, Hotel Dempsey, Macon, Ga.; Roof, Hotel Markham,
Gulfport, Miss.; Mayview Manor,
Blowing Rock, N. C; San Carlos
Hotel, Pensacola, Fla.; Palm Beach
Hotel, Palm Beach, Fla.; Totem
Ballroom, Norumbega Park, Auburndale, Mass.; and many other
hotels and resorts throughout the
country.
The clubmen have been a favorite with southern society and southern dancers the past several seasons. Their showmanship is supreme and will adapt itself to any
audience.

P. S. McCollum, Owner

THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE

Crosley, Emerson, Kadette Radios
Priced from $12.50 — Terms May Be Arranged

Sheafer and Parker Pens
Your Name Engraved in Gold Free!

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Sodas

Sundaes

Sandwiches

A Wonderful Variety of Nationally Advertised
Merchandise for You to Select From !

STUDENTS CHECKS CASHED — NO EXCHANGE CHARGED

Make Our Store Your Headquarters !
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S. C. Constitution Commission Announces Contests
[DS TO CONTEST ARE
I BEVY OF'BEAUTIFUL FOOTBALL SPONSORS
ON LIBRARY SHELVES
Students Urged To Participate In Tests
By B. F. Indent
The Constitution Sesqui-Centennial Commission for South Carolina, in order to properly celebrate
ithe historical signing! and ratifying
of the U. S. Constitution, has authorized the publication of a book,
"The Story of The Constitution,"
the printing of souvenir "Cotton
Money," on South Carolina cotton
paper and is now sponsoring two
contests.
One contest is a weekly series of
questions on the constitution, cash
prizes to be paid each week for the
best answers. In the other contest,
the person who most capably describes the "Cotton Money" bills
wins. The contest starts Sunday,
Nov. 7, and additional information
about the contest and answers to
questions may be found in the library.
It is quite a coincidence that the
library has exactly 13 copies of the
Story of The Constitution, or We
the People, by Mr. Sol Bloom,
which might be taken to represent
the 13 original colonies. This is a
book for the people. It tells briefly
the origin of our country, and what
the steps were that led up to the
formation of the constitution. Having told why and how the National
Government came about, the book
tells whs t the 'Constitution stands
for and how it operates. There is
also an alphabetical analysis of the
Constitution that makes study of the
document much simpler. This book
should prove an invaluable addition
to any library.
Farrand's Book
Another volume that would give
aid in the contest, or would be interesting material to those interested in the Constitution is Max
Farrand's "The Father of The
Constitution." It gives a clear impression of the times and men that
affected the development of the
constitution.
Other Aids
The contribution of Charles
Pinckney toj the "Formation of the
American Union" is a new book by
Andrew Jo Bethea that should be
of especial interest just now to
South Carolinians. This book was
text of a manuscript entered in a
contest sponsored by the S. C. Bar
association for the best theme upon the subject and it contains much
6ne material.
Other books that might prove
helpful or entertaining are: "Congress," "The 'Constitution and the
Supreme Court;" "Modern Constitutions;" "The Makers of Unwritten Constitution."

CLFMSON ALUMNUS TO
SPEAK AT Y VESPERS
Mr. A. H. Ward an alumnus of
Clemson who finished in the Class
of 1914, will be the guest speaker
at the YMCA Vesper services Sunday Nov. 7th. Mr. Ward is an excellent speaker and those who hear
him will doubtless feel well repaid
for attending the service. Mr.
Ward is District Agent of the Ex1
tension Service, past president of
the National Clemson Alumni Association and is well known as a
speaker and worker in South Carolina.
Some visiting musicians from
Aiken are expected to accompany
Mr. and Mrs. Ward to Clemson.
Programs following are: Nov. 14
—Mr. J. C. Littlejohn, of Clemson,
will speak; Nov. 21—Delegation
from Winthrop College will preside ; Dec. 5—Converse College will
send delegation.

1

Visiting Authoress Sears & Roebuck
Misses Big Apple Hosts To Winners
(Continued from page one)

These ten lovely ladies were chosen by the Clemson team to sponsor them in their game with Wake Forestlast Saturday. They are
left to right. Miss Wink Hartley of Clemson, Miss Gene Boyle of
Converse, Miss Olivia Acker of Andersoii, Miss Hilda Fant of Anderson, Miss Sue McFall of Pickens, Miss Martha Floyd and Miss Imogene Bethea of Womens College, University of North Carolina, Miss
Mickey Warren of Agnes Scott,, Miss Monty Nicholson of Union, and
Miss Billie Lee Sowell of Lander.

Earthquakes Rock Hawaiian Islands As
Clemson Sergeant Takes Restful Trip
GET THAT PICTURE
Write your best girl, write
your "old ladies" girl, write any
girl; go home if necessary, but
get that picture for the TAPS
beauty section. Do something.
The deadline is nearing and
since this year's TAPS staff is
oxpectihg the best pictures yet,
we cannot disappoint them.
Turn in those snapshots right
away too. Editor Stanley is anticipating an excellent snapshot
section, so drop any pictures you
migh have ha atret are suitable
for this section ih the snapshot
box at the guard room.

Literary Societies
To Hold Session
Debating Team To Be Chosen
From The Society
Members
Tonight, the Calhoun and the
Palmetto Literary societies will
hold a joint meeting in the
Society hall for an open debate to
pick eight men to form a debating team to represent Clemson College in the inter-collegiate debating circles.
v This debating team, to represent
Clemson in intra-collegiate debates, will be chosen from an expected large number of men making three minute speeches on the
topic, "Resolved: That the Several
States Adopt the Unicameral System of Legislature," by three prominent members of the faculty. The
men participating in the debate,
from both of the Literary Societies and from the cadet corp, will
make their speeches according to
their own opinion.
Pertinent Subject
The subject for the debate has
been chosen because of the large
issue it has made in previous years
in the Capital of this country.
Many great men have attempted to
bring the government about so as
it will be controlled by one House.
However there has been enough opposition in argument to defeat this
issue.
The school has received numerous invitations from various colleges in and out of the state to
participate in a debate with them.
For this reason there has been
shown a great interest in forming
C.emson's first debating team.
Patronize TIGER Advertisers

Bridgers it became a reality. On
obtaining her degree from Smith
College, Northampton, Mass., she
aggressively came to New York to
set the stage world afire. But like
many others of high ambitions and
low finances, she eventually ran
out of funds.
One day after making her ceaseless rounds continuously day after
day, sometimes losing heart for a
moment only to be buoyed up by
her constant attraction to the
stage, she entered a casting office
to make her usual inquiries. The
man shook his head absently. "Another day gone and still nothing,"
Ann thought and slowly turned
away. But she had only taken a
few steps when the fellow rushed
out from his office, grabbed her,
and shouted feverishly, "Can you
play a piano, a piano. Can you?"
Miss Ann Bridgers almost collapsed. She could probably strike
up a tune and might even possibly
carry it, but she lacked practice,
Nevertheless, in a most affirmative
manner she beamed, "Yes." And
so Miss Bridgers began as an understudy to Lynn Fortanne in the
stage play Dulcy.
From that day, her career on
the stage was fixed. She played in
The Fall Guy, written and produced by James Gleason, better
known as a Hollywood luminary.
As a cigarette girl she played in
Broadway first and best of the
gangster plays.
It was while Miss Bridgers was
engaged in Broadway that Jed
Harris became interested in a play,
"Coquette," written by her in collaboration with George Abbot, producer of "Brother Rat." He saw
immediately the possibilities of the
play and produced it. With Helen
Hayes as lead, the play ran for a
year on the road and another year
in New York. The screen soon became interested in the play, and
eventually a movie version starring
Mary Pickford, was filmed.
Having broken in print and experienced the thrill of seeing her
creation enacted, she decided to
give up her stage career for writing. Last year another play,
"Quicksand," was produced by the
Raleigh Little Theatre and the
Federal Theater and was greeted
with wide approbation.
It was John Spencer Bassett,
her former professor at Smith College, who induced Miss Bridgers
to write, "Calhoun," and for the
past year she has searched thru
many records concerning John C.

By Earl Mazo
Fifty-two earthquakes in fourteen days, almost falling into an
active crater, and a storm in Mauigeant K. R. Helton of the commandant's office experienced while
on a vacation leave from hisHonoliilu station hack in~i931.
channel—that is a bit of what SerSergeant Helton and a few of
his friends stationed in the Hawaiian islands had decided to have
a little holiday. Two weeks leave
was granted them, so they left
aboard a small, antiquated, flatbottomed mine planter for Hilo
some two hundred miles of Maui
channel from Honolulu. And a hectic trip it was indeed. A storm, one
for which the channel is infamous,
arose and pitched the little tub
about like," A spool in the ocean
and everybody got seasick but me,"
exclaimed Sergeant Helton.
They finally reached Hilo, shaken but still in holiday spirits, and
climbed the four thousand feet to
the brink of the Kelivea crater,
army rest haven.
That night the men's sleep was
very much disturbed by the sizzling sound of hot steam and lava
contacting and shooting into the
air. It was on the next day, however, that the real fire works began. Tremor followed tremor;
eruption followed eruption; everything shook—men, food, shacks,
mountainside.
Said the Sergeant—"Some mornings when I'd wake up and see newly split crevices, 12 feet wide in
places, at our very door, and see
the sun blazing down on the steam
and fire as it shot from these holes,
my shirt tail would feel as though
it were running up and down my
spine like a window shade!".
During one comparatively quiet
day—the only one of the fourteen
—the Sergeant and three of his
friends strolled down into the
mouth of the Kelivea crater to the
I
brink of its most active unit. They
took pictures along its ledge and.
just as they left, that ledge caved
:
n! A split second had saved the
men from becoming a part of that
boiling, bubbling mass at the botf
om of the crater.
"Fifty two earthquakes we saw ?
during those days. I counted them.
Yes sir, and on the return trip
icross the Maui channel we hit t
another storm toboot, and I was f
still the only one not to be taken ?
'.y sea sickness," concluded the
Sergeant—"Quite a restful vaca
tion."

Scholarship Winners Guests
At Banquet At The
Poinsett
Sears, Roebuck, and Company,
awarders of twenty-five annual
one-hundred-dollar scholarships to
Clemson freshmen, are giving a
banquet at the Poinsett Hotel in
Greenville tonight, November 4th,
in honor of this year's group of
winners. The heads of the various
agricultural departments will also
attend the banquet.
The purpose of the banquet is
to enable Sears officials to become
acquainted with the awardees of
the scholarships, which are given
to worthy South Carolina high
school graduates desirous of entering college here.
Calohun's life, at Fort Hill and
Charleston.
It was to capture the atmosphere
of Fort Hill and search into the
details of Calhoun's life that
brought Miss Bridgers to Clemson
where she resided with Professor
and Mrs. A. G. Holmes, who are
recognized authorities on Calhoun's
life.
Now Miss . Bridgers has completed her play. It is vibrant with
dramatic possibilities a story of a
great man, a Southerner, struggling between the preservation of
the Union and love for his State.
The play will be an authentic, unexaggerated historical account thru
which John C. Calhoun lives again
with national figures, and national
events as a living background of
movements, passions and political
intrigue.

MODERN ELECTRIC
SHOE SHOP
Elbow Pads Sewed on Sweaters.
Boots and Shoes Shined for Inspection. Ladies Shoes Dyed to
Match Dress.

FOR GUARANTEED
WORK
Bring Your Watch Repairs To

Paul Feinstein
New And Used Watches Sold
Here

"A CLEMSON MAN NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION"
MERCHANTS— LET

"THE TIGER"
Introduce you and your merchandise to the Students
of Clemson
"SELL THE COLLEGE STUDENT AND YOU SELL
AMERICA"

I BE SMART|

Why wear that old suit when you can buy the latest
styles at lowest cost?

See HOKE SLOAN
For NEW FALL CLOTHES, FLORSHETM SHOES,
BOTANY TIFS, TNTERWOVEN SOCKS, ARROW
TUXEDO SHIRTS AND BALFOUR JEWELRY
Juniors and Seniors, Use Your R.O.T.C. Credit
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T. E. STANLEY

ON TO ATLANTA
We followed the team to Athens; we were
with the team in Columbia; let's all turn out
in Atlanta to back the team in its battle with
Ga. Tech!
The Tigers have defeated P. C, Carolina,
and Wake Forest decisively; they have played straight up football against Tulane, Army, and Georgia; they are undoubtedly the
best set of football men Clemson's ever
boasted. They deserve the support of every
Clemson man.
The railroads have set special round trip
rates for Clemson men to Atlanta on Saturday. Besides, a Clemson cadet's thumb and
uniform will carry him anywhere. 1800 cadets can easily make the trip Saturday to
support the team. The Tigers need this support; they're playing a team that's beaten
the South's best, so the TIGER says—we'll
see you in Atlanta!

SAN FRANCISCO
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J. C. WILKINSON
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DRAMATICS
In accordance with the Tigers policy of
pointing out from time to time various weaknesses in the college activity program, we
offer this comment on the arts.
Clemson Cadets glory in the tremendous
growth and expansion of the college. And
why shouldn't we? Clemson is the largest
college in the state. Its technical schools and
its schools of agriculture and chemistry are
unequalled, yet there is something missing.
The cultural side of the students is being
sorely neglected. True, the Carnegie music
set helps to satisfy lovers of the classics;
however this satisfaction is only surface deep
as many dream and hope to see on a Clemson stage musicians of note and famed for
their musical ability.
Last year the corps was refreshed by a
comedy presented by Blue Key, but nothing
with a serious dramatic temperament has
been presented in years. Hundreds of cadets
would enjoy, as well as promote, dramatical
productions.
While down at Coker College last weekend, we had the privilege of seeing the junior play, The Ninth Guest. It was the real
thing. The cast was made up entirely of girls
six of them carrying male leads to perfection. They acted without hesitation or awkwardness. They act as seriously as they work.
Coker is a small school with only 250 students yet everyone has a keen appreciation
for dramatics and music.
This year a glee club is being organized
on the Clemson campus. It is the hope of
these hardworking yet unappreciated students to get somewhere by promoting a
Clemson College Glee Club. These boys are
to be congratulated for their efforts, but they
work without backing and only a minimum
of encouragement.
•. As another form of cultural endeavor,
the Clemson college band is to soon conduct
a series of concerts featuring works of the
master composers. The two campus literary
societies are attempting to revive the lost
arts of declamation and debating. This is
not enough, however. We feel that Clemson
can hold and should support dramatics.
The time has come when college students
must be well-versed in the allied arts. Dramatics even on a simple scale would be beneficial as well as entertaining. Therefore, we
urge a campus organization such as Blue
Key to take the lead and line up the literary
societies and the Glee Club in a movement
for popular dramatics ... a movement worthy of whole-hearted student support.
—B. N. S.
"Unemployment today constitutes the
greatest threat to democracy and all democratic institutions." Dr. Paul W. Chapman,
Georgia vocational director, advocates widespread substitution of occupational education
for traditional studies of doubtful value.

CLEMSON GRIEVES
'Twas a sad corps of cadets at Clemson
who heard of Sergeant Harley West's death
last Thursday. Those who knew him grieved; those who knew of him stood by in awe
and respect at the passing of one whom so
many boys admired.
As Clemson's quartermaster for ten years
Sergeant West had gained the respect and
admiration of every cadet and faculty member on the campus. He was a military man
to the core—one who believed in discipline
and straight dealing, and one who treated
every fellow's problem as though it were his
own.
Thirty good years in the army, in Cuba
with the South Carolina volunteers during
the Spanish American war, on the battlefields of France during the World War, service all over the United States in times of
peace, and on retirement from regular service the quartermaster at Clemson—that is
Sergeant West's record.
The TIGER, the Clemson Cadet Corps,
and his many friends join his widow and
children in bemoaning the passing of one of
Clemson's true friends.—E. M.
"I have nothing to say about the European war situation. I have nothing to say
about the youth movement. I have made no
exhaustive analysis of economic trends nor
have I developed any profound theories,
sound or otherwise, concerning the recent
movement toward development of totalitarian states." Non-conformist Prof. R. D. Scott
of the University of Nebraska, recently returned from a summer tour of Europe, tells
reporters about the conclusions he didn't
draw.

Collegiate Press
By A. W. SANDERS

Talk Of The
Town
Thank You Note
Before we go any further with
this little column, we wish to take
this opportunity to thank the Coker women of the press who collaborated to make the 1937 South
Carolina College Press Association
convention such a success. It was
fun seeing all of our old friends
and we really had a nice time.
Every college in the State practically was represented . . .. Converse with Citadel . . . Erskine,
Newberry, etc. and Furman was
ably reprsented by one Yancy Gilkerson clad in white tie and tails.
Even Winthrop honored us for a
few hours with several of their delegates before they whisked away
to Davidson. Yes, Coker, all in all
it was very, very nice and we
thank you one and all, yes we do.

—that he wonders whether the
ODA boys are taking horticulture
after watching the way in which
they transformed the big apple
used for the Autumn Ball into a
pumpkin, for the hop. last weekend.
OSCAR SAYS

—'that although football season is
still in full swing, Pugilists Murray and Dorn have gotten off to
an early start when they staged
a mid-night workout down at the
Y last Saturday nite.
OSCAR SAYS

■—that he hasn't quite figured out
whether Captain Joyner stayed up
all night Friday waiting for a late
TALK OF THE TOWN
date
or whether he was struggling
High Power Emoting
with
those recently-acquired boots
While perusing our convention
program, we were very much upset preparing for Saturday inspection.
OSCAR SAYS
to see that the Friday night pro- —that there was a time when Wagram called for a college play. We ters (the good looking one from
have seen more than our share of Savannah) was contented with one
sweet little college plays and we date for a dance, but it looks like
have somehow formed the opinion he new has to distribute all those
that the acting of most college ac- Stripes in Friday and Saturday
tors stamp them as being suited night shifts.
for a sandwich than a stage, Little
OSCAR SAYS
did we know that when we settled —that the Hbraray used to be a
into our seat and waited for the retreat only for the Rats, but since
opening curtain of the Ninth Guest Yard-Engine No. 13 has been addthat we were to receive the first ed to the staff, Captain Ray is
emotional thrill at a play since our first in line when the doors are
childhood days. Ever since the day opened.
some nasty old man told us that
OSCAR SAYS
the movies weren't real after all, —that he caught Kerrison of the
we have been cynical souls who Band at the dance Friday night,
fail to show the slightest emotion and Oscar wonders whether it was
even when the rest of the house the spirit of the occasion or the
is in tears; nevertheless when the spirits of something else that dragCoker gals put oh their little act ged the child prodigy to the hop.
OSCAR SAYS
cchills ran up and down our spine
till we thought we were a fever —that in spite of his bag of
ridden patient. The play was a tricks, Tricky Owens finally met
mystery number of the wildest type his match at the Coker Press conand naturally it had its faults. vention when he ran afoul of Anne
The girls did a good job of it Donmie of Columbia fame.
OSCAR SAYS
though and we wish to toss a few
—that
he
has
seen many comical
orchids to Bryan, Prince, Plunkett, Duckett, Coker, Miller, and things in his day, but the sight
of our cosmopolitan editor invadcompany, for their little show.
ing the Enigine House bi-weekly to
TALK OF THE TOWN
master art appreciation is the best
Prexy Hoffman
Tapping our release wires (news yet, and Oscar expects to find Malate at night) we have just learn- comson's slip stick dangling from
ed that an organization to replace our editor's belt any day now.
the now extinct Hook Club of EnOSCAR SAYS
gineering fame has been formed. —that although no one has any
Under the guidance of S. O. Hoff- trouble identifying the Blue Key
man, R. J. Farmer, and C. Shigley worms toy the conspiciuous placeMcKeown the club is due to set cards they sport around, Oscar's
the engineering world on fire. The" keen eyes never fail to note the
organization is to be known as the haggard expression of the newcomBTU Club. Pledges, or thermome- ers into the Blue Monday Cluib.
ters will be taken in at an early (Naniesi on request).
OSCAR SAYS
date. During informal initiation,
—that he understands that Miss
the Thermometers will stoop to the
Billie Folsom, one of Hartsvile's
Bulbs and rise at the command, cutest ones, nearly made a certain
Rise Temperature. All pledges will
Tiger delegate forget that the
carry a BTU with them to be prePress Convention was at Coker and
sented to the Bulbous ones upon
not at Hartsville High School.
request. A faculty advisor has not
OSCAR SAYS
yet been decided upon.
—that he noticed the large number

North Carolina State College has the distinction
of having one of the few women engineering students
in the| United States. In the past few years there
have been only two other cases of a woman enrolling in an engineering school, one at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and the other at New York
University.
When Miss Katherine Stinson enrolled in the
Mechanical Engineering Department at State, she
became .the first woman engineering student in the
school has ever had. She also has a pilot's license,
which she has had for three years. Besides flying
she has worked around mechanics' shops, built many
flying model planes, and does a considerable amount
of repair work on enigine parts. She has witnessed
many air races, and is known to many nationallyknown flyers, being personally acquainted with
Amelia Earhart, the missing aviatrix.
TALK OF THE TOWN
After graduation Miss Stinson hopes to do re- Sister College
search work, and she also wants to do some more
While at the Press Conclave, we
flying.
gleaned the information that memSome time during this month Vincent Lopez will bers of the Senior Class of our
become a member of the faculty of New York Uni- Sister college Winthrop had been
versity. He will lecture on .popular music. His "sophisticated swing" band, playing in the University invited en masse by the Davidson
chapel, will supplement the course. We've been won- lads to attend the Davidson-Furdering if they were going to include a course in the man Tilt. Since this invitation from
"Big Apple" along with it. If they are, we could the courteous, gentlemenly Davidsend them a list of nearly 1800 cadets whom they sno lads, the Winthrop delegation
may be able to enroll in the course.
regarded our Clemson delegation
According to the Minnesota • Daily, official publi- with a rather disdainful air we
cation of the University of Minnesota, that institu- thought, and there were ugly rution will soon have completed "the most complete mors of Winthrop deserting Clemindoor hydraulics laboratory of its kind in the country." This unique laboratory will allow three kinds son wholesale for the North Carof hydraulic problems to be tested on a large scale: olina Institute. All we've got to
(1) study of pumps, turbines, and similar appara-v say is that if Winthrop even bats
tus; (2) experiments on model dams and ship mod- an eyelash as if to disown her loyels; and (3) large-scale studies of open channel
al Clemson brethren, the Tiger will
flow.
The laboratory will enable Minnesota engineers start a campaign to make Coker
to make rivers flow or not at will, and in effect, they our new sister college . . . that is
will be able to turn them over and look at the bot- if the place looks as good the next
tom of them. For they plan to insert a glass section
so the bottom and sides of the stream can be observ- time we go back as it did during
the convention.
ed and photographed.
TALK OF THE TOWN
When they invent something to make one side
of a river flow up, and the other side flow down, Weeks Outstanding Cadet
then they'll have something.
Rat Sig Holmes who insisted an

of Converse delegates on hand at
the brawl last week-end, and Oscar wonders if the Converse Cotillion coming up soon had anything
to do with it.
OSCAR SAYS

—that he is starting a Key-Swinger organization on the campus this
week by nominating (Rosy Cheeks)
Stanley as the first charter member.
OSCAR SAYS

—that he suggests to call Savannah Rats who aspire to higher military rank that they get together
and pool enough money to send
Tom Bainbridge to the dances this
weekend and save the Savannah
Napoleon the trouble of thinking
up ways to get in gratis a-nd having them fail miserably as they
did last week, for he didn't look
very graceful being escorted to the
door by CDA officials.
taking his week-end dame date to
all of his Saturday Classes with
him.
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GWC To Present Dr. D. W. Daniel-Educator And Speaker
Famous Actress Started His Studies In Log School
By Earl Mazo
1889. He graduated with his BachCornelia Otis Skinner To Give
Dr. D. W. Daniel, dean of the elor of Arts degree in 1892, then
Dramatization On
Clemson school of general science taught school successively in MarlNovember 5

BOOK LEAVES

BAND REVIEW

By Sarlin
In 1909, Clifford Beers, a Yale
graduate, became insane, the result
of the prolonged ravages of fear
on his reason. He was confined to
an institution which employed the
inhumane methods of treatment so
prevalent in the insane asylums of
that time. The cruelty and mishandling that Beers suffered at
the hands of ignorant attendants,
the lack of sympathy and understanding that he so intensely needed, all these experiences were engraved upon his mind. When he
was finally cured, he was a man
with a cause. He wrote that absorbing human document, "A Mind
That Found Itself" in which he describes his mental journey into the
"no man's land" of insanity and
his struggle to acquire a balanced
and healthy mind. In this volume
he also gives an account of the
conditions which he observed in the
institution for the insane. "A Mind
That Found Itself" proved to be a
sensational and world-wide success. More important, it became the
driving force toward the establishment of a more intelligent attitude toward mental diseases.
Beers realized that the mentally
disordered patient needs a friend,
bhat the stigma associated with "insanity" must be abolished, and the
public educated to regard mental
diseases as they would physical
disorders. He saw the necessity of
establishing mental clinics in communities and bringing the understanding of the psychiatrist into
the courts and similar public institutions. Beers also envisioned the
establishment of an organization
which would act as a clearing house
for matters relating to mental hygiene. To-day this dream is becoming a reality, for such an organization exists, thanks to the work
of Beers and the influence of his
book.
This is a "must" book for the
psychology student and anyone
who desires a better knowledge of
the mental hygiene movement in
America.

By "Tricky" Owens
Clubmen Orchestra
Instrumentation: Dean Hudson
(Marion "Bud" Brown), leader, vocalist; O. K. Hogan, Harold Willis, Howard Able and Irwin Grodzicke, saxes; Jimmy Pratt, Henry
Sudlow and Jack Atchley, trumpets; Lowell Martin and Dick Bryan, trombones; Billy Van Brunt,
pianist; Bill Uffing, guitar; Lon
Tollison, string bass; Sam Latimer,
drums; Frances Colwell, Latimer,
Hudson, Able and Willis, vocalists;
Martin, Pratt, Hogan, Benson, Van
Brunt and Hudson, arrangers. Vocal swing trio, Miss Colwell, Bryan and Able.
This Southern band definitely
shows that it is an outfit which
possesses top-notch quality. Welded
together four years ago on the
University of Florida campus, the
lads have been playing professionally for one year. Ages average
from i.9-20 years. Ork is Florida
corporation originally built for radio, but is okeh for ballroom, hotel and radio.
Showmanship is pre-eminent,
with Hudson dishing out entertainment as well as absolute danceable
music'. Versatility ranges from
Dixieland swing to glee club work
and showing the patrons how various tunes are created. Pace set
is smooth-brass section with its
sort of fanfare passages is good
effect — arrangements are exceptionally good. Distinctiveness puts
this combination on a medium of
its own. Music is 60 per cent swing
and 40 per cent sweet.
.... dillie dallies
For a real radio treat—tune in
Dick Stabile and his "six saxes"
ork any night at one o'clock over
WLW
Listen for the up and coming
Tommy Dorsey arrangement of
"Once In Awhile". It's good. . . .
Next week . . . Benny Goodman
passes in REVIEW . . . Any week
Casa Loma passes in review nightly over MBS at 11:15. . . .
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ANDERSON SERVICE STATION

Sinclair Products
Courteous and Efficient Service

Cornelia Otis Skinner, an outstanding personality of the American theatre, will give dramatizations at Greenville Woman's college on Friday, November 5.
This
distinguished
actress,
daughter of the stage veteran, Otis
Skinner, is this season giving her
own dramatization of the Margaret
Ayer Barnes novel, "Edna His
Wife." This dramatization is not
to be given on Broadway until
mid-winter. Therefore, those who
see the performance in Greenville
will have the privilege of seeing
it before it is presented in New
York.
Writes Own Roles
In addition to being one of the
most expert and attractive actresses of the American theatre,
Cornelia Otis Skinner writes her
own roles and has created a hundred or more of them; she contributes many humorous pieces to the
New Yorker, the Ladies Home
Journal and other leading magazines; and she has recently become
one of the most prominent and
pleasing of the radio personalities.
Miss Skinner has appeared in 46
states of the union and in almost
every European country.
Only a limited number of tickets
are available to the public, since
the student bodies of Furman and
G. W. C. will attend the performance, and those planning to attend
are advised by officials to make
their reservations promptly. Clemson students and faculty members
planning to attend may make reservations by writing Miss Garland Carrier of Greenville Woman's college. Tickets are $1.00.

Side Slants
CLEMSON 20 YEARS AGO
Wofford Terriers Defeated1
A DDING another scalp to their
belt of victories, the Tigers
downed the Wofford Terriers 27 to
16, before the Spartanburg fairday crowd in a hectic battle of wellmatched teams. It was nobody's
victory until the whistle had blown
for the last down.
Tigers To Play Citadel
llfE lost the football game to Cit"' adel last year before a large
fair crowd at Orangeburg. Today
our team will play the Citadel team
again at the same place. And we
are going to "wallop" them in such
a clean cut and overwhelming defeat that their blissful memories
of good luck last year will seem
to be an irreparable joy. (Editor's
note: Did we win? See next issue
of Tiger.)
New Officer On Staff
I" T. A. R. TurnbuU, who will act
■^ as assistant commandant, comes
to us fresh from the battle front.
He was sergeant-Major in France,
and after receiving two wounds
which disabled him, he was made
lieutenant in the Canadian Army.
He is to be known to us as Major
TurnbuU, and though he will be
strict in military lines, he hopes
bhe boys will not avoid him during off times.
Coach Donahue
T^HIS is our Coach's first year
■■•with us, but he has already developed a team that all Clemson is
proud of. We will now have a better team than we have had in many
years, and if "Jiggs" future efforts prove as productive as the
mes he has already put forth, we
will soon be the Southern champions again.
TlfRS. F. H. H. Calhoun has returned from a visit to St. Petersburg, Florida.

and one of the South's outstanding speakers, has been a member
of the Clemson faculty for over
forty years. During his career as
a speaker he has swayed audiences
varying from one woman to five
thousand marines and at times au-

diences numbering upward to forty
thousand people. He has spoken in
every large city and numbers of
small communities East of the Mississippi and a bit out West.
As a child he remembers dreading nothing more than the Friday
afternoons when he would be called upon to recite a "piece" before
his schoolmates. His actually becoming an accomplished speakei;
Dr. Daniel attributes to the experience he gained while a member of
the Preston Literary Society at
Wofford College. During his career
Dr. Daniel has spoken from the
some platform with the late Senator Tillman, every South Carolina
congressman and senator since
Tillman's time, former president
Herbert Hoover, and with many
other persons of national and international importance.
D. W. Daniel was born May 23,
1867 in Laurens county; His father conducted a school and farmed.
Well does Dr. Daniel remember the
log schoolhouse with its one creaky
door, its mud and stick chimney,
and the chunk cut out of log in the
back which served as a window.
After some schooling under his
father, Daniel taught in Laurens
county for two years then entered
Wofford College as a sophomore in

boro county, Central, and Batesburg. He caime to Clemson as an
assistant professor of English in
1898.
In 1899 to 19M Daniel studied at
Vandervilt for his Master's degree which he received in 1901.
During the summer of 1899 he
studied at the University of Chicago. He received his honorary
Litt.. D. Degree at Wofford College
in 1914.
Dr. Daniel married Miss Eva
Jones of Batesiburg in 1903. The
Daniel's haive one daughter, Mrs. G.
E. Metz.
Although Dr. Daniel won his
laurels as an educator and speaker, he was also at one time correspondent for every large newspaper in South Carolina, and he
has written considerably for papers in North Carolina and Georgia.
Flowers are his hobby. All of
his spare time he spends in his
garden among his roses, which are
his favorites. In the movies Dr.
Daniel preferred the late Will Rogers to any other actor; in his classroom he most enjoys teaching business English; in his reading, Alfred Lord Tennyson ranks first
among the poets; Thomas Carlisle
is his favorite author of serious
writing; and he thinks his former
student,
Octavus Roy Cohen,
"splendid."
A Democrat and an ardent supporter of the New Deal, Dr. Daniel considers Roosevelt's program
for the conservation of natural resources and his Civilian Conservation Corps the most constructive
pieces of New Deal machinery.
In his years at Clemson Daniel
has been an assistant professor, associate professor, and head of the
English department, e was elected
dean of the school of general science in 1918. Many inviting propositions have been made to Dr.
Daniel by other colleges, newspapers, and lecture agencies, but says
he: "I could never leave Clemson;
it keeps me young; I love it!"
OSCAR SAYS

—that he wonders if it is really
official War Department business
which draws 'Sergeant Heath of the
Commandant's staff to Columbus
Georgia so often, or if those rumors of romance have any foundation.

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY
"Greenville's Finest Store for Men"

Headquarters for Clemson Men
Main at North Street

THE TIGER SERVICE STATION
AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES
HAVOLINE AND TEXACO MOTOR OILS
Courteous and Efficient Service
J. J. Wilson, Mgr.
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BENGALS DEFEAT

TIGER CUBS DOWN
BULL PUPS

I
4...

DEMON DEACONS
1

Tigers Crush Deacons Under Touchdown A valanche
Trailing The Tigers
By BOB CHEVES

The Clemson-Georgia Tech clash looming on the football
horizon for this Saturday is creating considerable interest
in Southern circles and football fans who expect to be on
hand when these two grid machines meet are promised a
rare treat in the line of football entertainment. The stage is
set for one of the most interesting and thrilling episodes of
the 1937 season with the Golden Tornado prapared to "shoot
the works" in an effort to wipe out the blemish of the 14-13
scar the Bengals scratched out last year, and the Royal Bengals, in turn, anxious to make it two straight over their ancient rivals. Both teams have their virtues as well as their
shortcomings which makes it all the more fascinating from
the spectators' point of view. To name the ultimate winner
is an impossibility, but we are counting on the powerful
Tiger attack to hold its own against the famed Tech aerial
warfare.
NO JUSTICE
When we think of the one-point margin of victory that
the Bengals eked out over the Yellow jackets last year, it
brings to mind a very amusing incident that occurred in the
Tech camp a few weeks ago prior to the Tech-Duke clash in
Atlanta. It seems as though Coach Alexander of the Yellowjackets, tired of watching games snatched from his grasp by
the mere kicking of the extra point, had at last decided upon
a way to cast the jinz from his door. Calling in all his players from practice one day, Alexander shook loose his fine
head of blonde curls, and, with a jinz-breaking laugh, clipped
them off close to his head. Tenderly his proteges reached
under their rough jerseys and, pulling forth heart-shaped lockets, fought for the curls as though they were fumbled punts.
Tragedy followed soon after, however, when the Jackets
went out and lost to Duke by one lone point 20-19. Such is
football.
GOING PLACES
The convincing manner in which the Tigers disposed of
the Wake Forest Deacons last Saturday has also convinced
Clemson football fans that all we have said about the Bengals this year was not just idle chatter and that Jess Neely
really has a first-class organization this year. Although the
regular eleven saw service only for a few minutes at a time,
the blocking demonstrated was of the highest type. Coach
Neely is quoted as saying that his boys played sluggishly, and
we are in a mood to agree, but this was to be expected after
the magnificent battles they waged in previous games, and
then the hot weather could not be exactly classed as ideal
for playing. All in all, we have no kicks about the showing
of the Tigers this season, and we are looking forward to a
clean sweep of the remaining games on the schedule. By the
way, there is a possibility that the Bengals will capture that
Southern conference crown this year, depending to a great
extent on the outcome of the Duke-North Carolina engagement, in the near future.
HONORABLE MENTION
With football season on its last lap, we are making an
early attempt to broadcast important facts about certain of
our warriors; so they will not be overlooked when mythical
all-star elevens are being selected. Starting at the pivot position, we are nominating Charlie Woods for an all-star post.
Charlie's playing ability this year and last has stamped him
as one of the outstanding centers in grid annals. Overshadowed by Captain Harold Lewis, Woods has not received just
credit for his splendid defensive and offensive work. Then
there is Bob Bailey, the Florence Flash who is a glutton for
punishment. Bob has been the spark in the Bengal offense in
every game this year with the exception of last Saturday
when he was held on the sidelines the majority of the conflict. Curtiss Pennington, at tackle, is probably the best tackle to ever wear a Bengal uniform, and that's saying plenty.
Teamed with Fred Wyse, these two bulwarks have compelled
opponents to resort to the air in every game this fall.
HERE AND THERE
Coach Davis has announced that basketball practice will
start shortly. Prospects on the hardwood are exceedingly
bright with a crew of veterans returning ... It shouldn't
be very long before Coach Bob Jones issues a call for all pugilistic aspirants. Coach Jones' worries are very few with his
last year's squad returning practically intact . . . Carl Black,
who was injured and unable to play last Saturday, is again
in the peak of condition and ready for the Tech tussle . . .
The State championship race has again this year centered
on the Furman-Clemson contest in Greenville Thanksgiving.
A victory for the Tigers would sew up the crown, but a reversal would muddle the picture considerably . . . The play
of substitute Don Marshall at center has consistently improved, and ha is now looked upon as a capable replacement
for Woods.

BENGAL OFFENSE TOO
TRICKY FOR FOES

Kirchner Lists Batalion Swimming
'37 Soccer Schedule Meet Is Announced

Sophomore Backs Lead Neelymen In Smashing
South's Leading Teams Are Captains And Events AnVictory
Scheduled By Tiger
nounced By Y Athletic
Kick Artists
Director

Clemson's Southern Conference
record remained unblemished Sat
urday as a powerful Tiger eleven
rolled over the Demon Deacons of
Wake Forest, to the tune of ,32 to
0. A crowd of some 4,000 spectators gathered at Riggs Field for
homecoming and saw the Tigers
get sweet revenge for the 6 to 0
defeat they suffered at the hands
of the Deacons on a rain soaked
field last year. This game was
Clemson's second Southern Conference victory in as many starts.
The Tigers have scored 66 points
to 6 for their opponents in the conference.
For the first thirteen minutes of
play in the first quarter the two
teams passed and punted across
the fifty yard line with neither
team making any kind of a scoring
threat. However, just before the
first period ended, Red Pearson intercepted a Wake Forest pass on the
midfield stripe and raced all the
way to the Deacon's 18 yard line
before he was run out of bounds.
Bob Bailey took over at that point
and when the quarter ended the
ball was resting on the four yard
stripe.
Tricky Running
Immediately after the second
quarter began Don Willis smashed
over for the touchdown, Pearson
adding the extra point.
Midway the second quarter,
Banks McFadden, the Great Falls
Greyhound, intercepted another
Wake Forest pass on Clemson's
45-yard line, reversed his field, and
crossed the pay-off line five yards
ahead of the nearest Demon wouldbe-tackier.
At this point Coach Neely sent
in a bunch of reserves to see what
they could do, and they did plenty.
With McFadden, Traxler, and Bryant carrying the ball for sizeable
gains, aided by a fifteen yard penalty, the Tigers found themselves
in possession of the ball on the
Wake Forest one yard line. Bryant
then crashed through tackle for
the tally.
Bryant Again
A little later in the same quarter
Bryant continued his touchdown
parade by taking the ball on the
Bengal 36 yard line and sidestepped his way across the goal line
without being touched.
In the fourth quarter the Tigers
worked the ball down to the Wake
Forest 14 yard line, with Bailey,
Willis, and Pearson doing the ball
toting. With the ball resting on
the 14, Bob Bailey faded back and
hurled the pigskin into the end
zone where Red Pearson caught it
with the greatest of ease for
Clemson's fifth and final touchdown.
Charlie Woods played his usual
great game at center for the
Tigers, while Red Pearson, Banks
McFadden, and Loyell Bryant
were the principal ground gainers.
For the Deacons, George Wirtz
was the outstanding back. This
speed demon was a constant threat
on punt returns and time and time
again it looked as though he was
going to return one of the Clemson punter's kicks for a touchdown.
In the Wake Forest line, Beavers
was outstanding.
Statistics
Statistics of the game\show that
Clemson made eight first downs to
three for the Deacons. The Tigers

Fred Kirchner, Clemson Intramural Director and Soccer Coach
has announced the soccer schedule
for the coming season. An unusually large number of games will
be played with colleges and prep
schools from North Carolina and
Georgia.
Veterans from last year's team
expected to play are Durban,
Mosely, Gill, Vicaria, Perez, McCarty, Fox, Jordan, Summerbell,
and Wright. New members of the
squad who will probably see service are Klugh, Woodward, McLean, Sullivan, Ballentine, and
Fore.
Clemson was the first college in
South Carolina to organize a soccer team. Since the first group,
whose picture is now in the Intramural office at the Y.M.C.A., began
to take an active interest in this
worth while sport, enthusiasm has
grown to such an extent that Mr.
Kirchner is endeavoring to make
soccer a minor sport at Clemson,
as it is in many other colleges.
This should be accomplished within
a year or two because of the steady
growth of the sport in this section.
The schedule is as follows:
Nov. 6—Riverside at Clemson.
Nov. 13—Riverside at Gainesville, Ga.
Nov. 16—Duke at Clemson.
Nov. 19—Davidson at Davidson.
Nov. 20—Davidson at Rock Hill.
Nov. 27—Catawba at Clemson.
Dec. 3—North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Dec. 4—Duke at Durham.
Dec. 11—Catawba at Salisbury,
N. C.
Dec. 14—North Carolina at
Clemson.
Dec. 18—Davidson at Clemson.
rolled up a total of a total of 235
yards gained from scrimmage to
Wake Forest's 48. The Neelymen
completed three passes for a gain
of 42 yards, while the Deacons
completed one heave for 4 yards..

According to Freddie Kirchner,
the. fallowing (battalion captain*
have been elected or appointed to
lead the battalion swimming teams
in the forthcoming brigade roundrobin swimming series: 1st battalion, 1st regiment, E. F. Martin;
2nd battalion, 1st regiment, Clinton Cooke; 1st battalion, 2nd regiment, Don Hutchinson; and 2nd
battalion, 2nd regiment, Red Mason. These men have assumed the
responsibility of managing their
battalion's team.. Everyone interested in competing in these meets,
beginning next week, is urged to
see these oaptaiins or their company team leader.
Following is the schedule of
meets: Time 7:00 p.m.
Mon. Nov. 8—1st battalion, 1st
Reg. vs. 2nd battalion, 1st regiment.,
Tuesday—Nov. 9—1st battalion,
1st regiment vs. 2nd battalion, 2nd
regiment.
Wednesday—Nov. 10-—1st battallion, 2nd regiment vs. 2nd battallion.
Thursday—-Nov. 11—1st battalion regiment vs. 2nd battalion, 2nd
1st regiment vs. 1st battalion, 2nd
Monday, Nov. IS—'1st battalion,
1st regiment| vs. 2nd battalion, 2nd
regiment.
Tuesday, Nov.; 16—2nd battalion,
list regular vs. 2nd battalion, 2nd
regiment.
Each team 'will swim each of
the other teams. The events will
be run as follows:
FREE STYLE: 40 yd. dash, 100
yd darh and 160 yd dash.
BACK STROKE: 40 yd dash, 100
yd dash.
BREAST STROKE: 40 yd dash,
100 yd dash.
FREE] STYLE RELAY: 240 yds.
(four men).
MEDLEY RELAY: 160 yds.
'(three men) .
DIVING.

If you attempt nothing, you will
Don't talk about what you're go- be a failure although you make no
ing to do—do it.
failure.

CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC.
PHILADELPHIA
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COMPLIMENTS OF

dlmann drill
"FROM A SNACK TO A BANQUET"
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Baby Bengals Romp On Vaunted Citadel Bull Pups
CANDID SHOTS OF TIGER-DEACON TILT

NEW BOYS RUN WTLD TN
SPECTACULAR VICTORY

' %\

Rion Stars As New Boys
[
Show Grid Strength
Clem/son's strong freshman team
returned to the winning side of the
ledger at the expense of the Citadel
(freshman team toy a score of 40
to 0 in a game played at OrangeIburg under the lights last Thursday night. The outcome of the
game was never to doubt a<nd the
Baby Bengal coach, Bob Jones,
substituted freely all during the
game. The Tiger rats scored at
will and the game saw" many beautiful runs and some fine blocking
by the visitors.
Aubrey Ryon, a fine prospect as
a running back for next year's
team, scored two touchdowns, the
-first and the last. The other four
markers were credited one each to
Dickert, Stanford, Lancaster and
Floyd. These five men played excellently' and their performances
bode no good for the next two opponents on the rat schedule, Presbyterian and Furman. The play
of the. line as a whole was well
nigh perfect with Weblb at end,
Blessing at center, Hall at tackle
and "Puppy" Harrier at guard as
the outstanding individuals.
Sensational Runs
Two sensational runs, one in the
third quarter and one in the fourth
brought forth the running ability
of the aforementioned Rion and
Lancaster. Lancaster, in the third
quarter, intercepted a Citadel pass
on his own 26 yard line and ran
back through the whole Charleston
team for his score. Then again,
in the fourth period), Rion scored
Me second and last marker. The
Baby Bengals had tihe ball on their
own 17 yard line. Rion received
the pigskin and coasted down the
field behind beautiful blocking for
the final six pointer. The Little
Tigers dlid not use much of a pass
attack, but out of the five or six
aerials they attempted, only one
went incomplete.

WEEKS FTRST SPEAKER
AT OFFICERS MEETING
The first of a series of group
schools for reserve officers was
held at Clemson college on Monday
night November 1. These schools,
under the direction of Major H. N.
Morrill of Spartanburg, are being
conducted in every unit jof this reserve district. Clemson's unit consists" of Clemson, Seneca, and its
immediate vicinity.
Colonel C. W. Weeks, commandant at Clemson, and Major A. H.
Dumas, spoke at the first meeting.
Classes are to be held every other
Monday night on the Clemson campus.
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Weeks, Littlejohn and Rhodes
Represent Georgia
Conclave
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The Tiger candid camera man was on the spot last Saturday as the Clemson Tigers smashed the
Wake Forest Deamon Deacons, and paved the way for high Clemson honors in the Southern Conference. Tiger sophomore stars shone brightly in this game. Upper left: Shad Bryant follows the brand
of Tiger blocking characteristic of Neely coached teams for a touchdown. Lower right: Bryant again
crosses the Deacon's goal after a bit of snappy running and spinning which kept the sideline throngs
on edge. Lower left: Wake Forest players wave their hands helplessly asi Clemson kicks an extra point.
Lower right: Big Don Willis boldly upholds his claim to all Southern honors by blasting through the
Deacon line—the hard way—for a touchdown.

STUDENTS USE
Platoon And Band I VIRGINIA
PHOTOS IN COMPOSITION
Feat Homecoming Mcrganton, W. Va.—(ACP)—A
Green And Cheves Lead The new way to illustrate the structural principles of writing has been
Units In Crack Performance
put into use at the University of
The crack Clemson senior platoon commanded by W. R. Cheves
and the Clemson band under the
direction of H. C. Green, gave a
creditable performance on Riggs
field last Saturday between the
halves of the Clemson-Wake Forest game, which won enthusiastic
applause from the old grads on the
campus for homecoming and the
cadet corps.
The performance was begun by
the band which strutted out to the
lively tempo of Colonel Miner's
March. Three drum majors twirled
their batons as the band formed into CLEMSON and the senior
platoon came on the field. The pla>
toon maneuvered through its many
fine drill problems with perfect
precision as amid the cheers of the
stands.
"The pride and joy of this corps,"
said one alumnus of the crack platoon. Another, probably expressing
the opinion held generally by all
of those present, said, "That band's
certainly gotten good, and the Senior platoon—why I couldn't imagine a group doing so well. They're
the best Clemson ever had!'
Dr. E. W. Sikes, president of
Clemson, on being questioned about
his part in forming the senior platoon sajd. "I do encourage it."

FERNOW DELEGATE TO
KNOXVILLE CONCLAVE LATIN PONIES BEING
ACCEPTED BY PROFS
Professor B. E. Fernow attended a meeting of the'A S M E in
Knoxville, Tenn., on October 22 and
23, He was the official delegate of
the Greenville section, of which he
is chairman, to the Local Sections
Committee for Group Four. At the
meetings, the delegates discussed
administration plans for society
and the selection of two delegates
to represent group four at the national meeting in New York.

Clemson Officials
Attend ROTC Meet

Chapel Hill, N. C— (ACP)—
"Ponies," used furtively by generations of schoolboys have taken the
mantle of respectability.
Interlinear translations of language tests is part of a new method of teaching language advanced
by Dr. Meno Spann, Iowa State
University German professor. It is
outlined in « book, "Interlinear
German Reader" and has been approved by the board of governors
of the University of North Carolina Press where it is being printed. Most of the board are faculty
members.
The reader (has printed below
each line of German a literal translation.

Mr. R. A. McGinty, Vice-Director of the Experiment Station, and
Professor A. M. Musser, head of
the Horticulture Department, visited the Barnwell Experiment Station last Wednesday, October 27th,
for the purpose of discussing sweet
potatoes and other truck crops. Potatoes were dug and hill selections YMCA BARBER
And Kay.
made for research work here.

SHOP—Bailey

West Virginia. Composition is mixed with photography.
The freshmen taking courses in
composition hunt for pictures that
prove some of the fine points of
composition. The person who can
get the proper perspective with a
camera turns out to be the one

who finds it easier to get the correct slant on his stories.
For example, one student found
that a scene of a high mountain
peak in the distance could be marred by a disfiguring wire fence in
.the foreground, indicating that nonessential details can ruiri any
manuscript.
The students bring their illustrative snapshots to school and
find that the grades on their
themes go up as they apply the
nice points of photography to English composition.

Colonel C. W. Weeks, commandant and PMS & T at Clemson, Professor S. R. Rhodes, head of the
Clemson
electrical
engineering
school, ■ and Mr. J. C. Littlejohn,
business manger for Clemson College,
represented Clemson at
the annual Fourth corps area R.
0. T. C. Conference at Fort McFherson on October 28, 29 and 30.
The conference consists of numerous committee discussions. These
committees make suggestions, but
their plans do not necessarily become effective.
Weeks Presides
Colonel Weeks presided over the
meetings during the first two
days. He was also chairman of the
committee on selection of advanced course students. Professor
Rhodes and Mr. Littlejohn were appointed to the committee of nonR. O. T. C. faculty men.
In the opinion of Professor
Rhodes, the most interesting factor brought out by his committee
discussions was that R. O. T. C.
training, along with its many other advantages, was probably the
one best unit for developing leadership.
W. W. Dillard, Manager of the
C. M. Miller Apple Orchard, Cornelia, Georgia, was at Clemson College for a half day on Sunday, October 24th.
"The Shop for the Weil-Groomed
Cadet".

Martin's Drug Store

FOOTBALL CONTEST
FORECAST YOUR OWN FOOTBALL RESULTS
The persons whose judgment is the
best will be rewarded as follows:

First
Second
Third
Fourth
Next Ten

— PRIZES —
$7.50 in trade
5.00 in trade
2.50 in trade
1 2.50 in trade
Soda Tickets

In filling out your score, you may
get a blank at MARTIN'S DRUG
STORE.
NOTICE.—Only one coupon is permitted to a selector, who must be a
student or resident of Clemson or
Calhoun. Each member of a family
may, however, also send one coupon
each week. You must fill out the
scores for each of the ten games or
your coupon will not be judged. Neatness and legibility will count.

GAMES FOR NOVEMBER 6, 1937
AUBURN vs. TENNESSEE
BAYLOR vs. TEXAS UNIVERSITY
CARNEGIE vs. DUQUESNE
CITADEL vs. N. C. STATE
COLGATE vs. HOLY CROSS
PURDUE vs. FORDHAM
ARMY vs. HARVARD
INDIANA vs. OHIO STATE
RICE vs. ARKANSAS
NOTRE DAME vs. PITTSBURGH
Your scores must be deposited in
the FOOTBALL CONTEST BOX at
MARTIN'S DRUG STORE not later
than Saturday Noon, November 6th.
Winners will be posted each Tuesday at five o'clock on Soda Fountain
Mirror.
The decision of the judges shall
be final.

Soda Fountain Specials
Pineapple Sundae with Whipped Cream
Chocolate Nut Sundae with Whipped Cream
Giant Ice Cream Sodas with Whipped Cream
Brick Ice Cream—Pints 15 Cents

Large Toasted
Sandwiches, 10c
Cakes, Crackers
Cookies
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SOPHOMORE PREXY

Chemical ExpertsShow Insecticide

Dean Washington
To Attend Meet

Dr. Liebe Of Cornell Introduces Naaki To
Campus

Hopkins Invites The Clemson
Dean To Attend Training
Conference

In an effort to introduce a new
mineral product, claimed to offer
permanent and safe protection
«. against stored product insects,
principally grain weevils, Messrs.
Alfred Gumpel and Hans Maas,
of New York, accompanied by Dr.
R. W. Leibe of Cornell University,
came to Clemson last week to demonstrate and explain the action of
the new insecticide.
The product, called Naaki, is
finely-powdered silicic acid, containing certain other minerals, and
is mined at a great depth. It is
the product of seven years' work
in Germany and the result of an
outlay of a half million dollars
spent in developing pulverizing machinery. This industry has been
brought to the United States, and
a company is being formed in New
York City.
Non-Poisonous
The pulverizing machinery used
produces a dust that will pass
through a ten-thousand-mesh sieve.
The action of the powder is said
to be both mechanical and dehydrating. In effect, it prevents the
insect from eating and laying eggs,
and repels it. According to its
backers, Naaki is also non-poisonous and prevents heating. Because
of the danger of using ordinary
fumigants the German Government

Upon the invitation of Harry L.
Hopkins, National Director of the
Works Progress Administration,
Dean W. H. Washington of the
Clemson school of vocational education will attend an educational
training program conference to be
held at the University of Minnesota December 9, 10, 11.
Twenty-five men from colleges
and universities throughout the nation have been extended invitations
to this conclave. The program of
this conclave has been designed to
discuss functions of the university
and college in the training of recreation workers and to consider
what may be done in existing educational and social works training
programs.
Capable Dean
Under the direction of Dean
Washington, Clemson's School of
Education has made great strides in
recent years. The growth of the
school has been phenomenal, and
graduates are being placed in important positions throughout the
south. Within the past two years
a new education building has been
constructed, an education library
has been provided, and the teaching staff has been considerably increased.

C. L. McLaurin, of St. Matthews,
president of Clemson's sophomore
class which numbers over 450.
Mr. R. W. Lipscomb, instructor
in the Agronomy Department, has
recently spent a great deal of time
in collecting specimens of various
grasses and legumes, some of them
coming from as far north as Minnesota, in an effort to make a more
definite classification of them. He
has worked with thirty grasses and
fifteen or twenty legumes.

has prohibited their use, Naaki
supplanting them.
Naaki is being experimented
with at Clemson, and' preliminary
observations indicate that its val- A Good Hair Cut—A Clean Shave
ue may prove to equal claims made YMCA Barber Shop—Bailey and
Kay.
for it.
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freely—keep gossip< for thy private
HUNTER COLLEGE HAS
FIRST MANNERS DEPT. life.
New York City—(ACP)—A department in manners—the first in
a publicly supported university—
lhas been creaited in Hunter College.
It will be known as "the ABC of
Living, or Conversation in the
Amenities, Behavior and Customs."
Mrs. Katharine Bleecker Meigs
who heads the course, has prepared a set of coirmmandments for the
business woman. They are:
One—Thou sfaalt not ever use
scented powder as a substitute for
soap and water.
Two—Thou shalt not wear flashy
clothes, or screaming colors.
Three—Thou shalt not put on
makeup like Theda Bara, nor perfume thyself so strong that strong
men reel when you pass.
Four—Thou shalt not talk too

■fr-

Five—Thou must keep thy love
life outside the office.
Six—Thou must not leap like a
fire horse at the alarm when 5
o'clock comes.
Seven—Thou must speak clearly
and directily—accurately.
Eight—Thou must not be emotional or oversensitive or get thy
feelings hurt
Nine—Thou must do thy work
thoroughly. Fear not to say, "I
don't know."
Ten—Thou must not think men;
in the office are making passes
when they are only being civil; do
not make passes thyself.
Mrs. Meigs believes mainers are
taught, not inherited.
PATRONIZE TIGER
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Chesterfields give everybody
more pleasure
Take out a pack and it draws
'em like a magnet. . . right away
smokers crowd around for that
refreshing MILDNESS and BETTER TASTE

smokers
lurning to em
every day
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